
 
 

 

                                             BETONGRUNT 

DESCRIPTION 
“Betongrunt’ is a product for various materials prime coating based on 

polyvinilacetate dispersion mixed with silica sound 

 

AREAS OF USE   

“Betongrunt’ can be used for weak absorbtion surfaces prime coating  before 

rendering. 

 

ADVANTAGES 

◼ as prime coating for better bounding before new tiles fixing on old tiles surface, 

◼ as prime coating before gypsum rendering for better bounding, 

◼ as prime coating for better bounding before gypsum slabs gluing on, 

◼ economical in use 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Every time allow to set before applying next coat 

“Betongrunt’ is not recommended to apply on moist surfaces or during rain time for 

external uses. 

 

APPLICATION 

Stir before use. All surfaces to be treated must be sound, clean and free of dust, grease 

oil and other contaminants. Brush and roller application are recommended . 

If necessary product can be diluted with water ( max 2 parts Betongrunt for 1 dl 

water). 

 

TECHNICAL DATA ( + 23 °C and 50 % air moisture) 

appearance - emulsion 

colour - rose 

odour - practically odourless 

pH - 8,0 - 8,5 

flammability - non flammable 

water resistance - water resistant 

Product must be protected from freezing and exposure to temperatures exceding 40 

°C. 

 

APPLICATION TECHNICAL DATA 

Drying time - 1 - 2 hours 

Lowest working temperature - + 5 °C 

Break between the coatings - no less than 2 hours 

 

METHODS OF CLEANING UP 

All tools and equipment must be cleaned up thoroughly using water before set takes 

place.  

 

DOSAGE 



 
 

 

0,15 - 0,3 kg/m² nondiluted 

 

PACKAGING 

1 kg, 2kg, 5 kg, 10 kg plastic buckets 

 

STORAGE 

Store in cool dry conditions 

Good general ventilation should be sufficient for most conditions. 

 

HEALTH & SAFETY 

As a general code of practice treat all chemical products with care and keep away 

from children and animals. 

Protect skin and eyes from direct contact. 

 


